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Introduction 

 

The resistance of overhead power lines (OHL) against lightning is an important task, 

solution of which provides for more reliable energy supply to industrial facilities. 

While developing activities to increase OHL lightning resistance, particular attention 

should be paid to achieving their maximum technical and economic efficiency, i.e., to ensure 

maximum technological and economic effect of the developed activities at the least resources 

used for their implementation. Maximum reduction of OHL lightning-induced cutoffs along with 

maximum decrease of damage caused such cutoffs, must be ensured at the least possible costs 

spent to improve the OHL lightning resistance. 

In putting this approach into effect, the activities to be developed should address, first of 

all, an improved lightning resistance of economically most important OHL, whose cutoff may 

result in can lead to the most severe technical and economic damage. 

While developing activities to increase the lightning resistance of a particular OHL, one 

must ensure, first of all, the protection of the most lightning-affected OHL section as well as 

those whose cutoff may lead to primary equipment failure. In this case implementation of 

activities shall allow, with the same costs, to reduce to a greater extent the number of OHL 

lightning-induced cutoffs and associated damage. 

The OHL sections most affected by lightning comprise: approaching to substations, OHL 

turns of direction; OHL sections located at highlands and passing near natural and artificial 

objects which induce higher OHL exposure to the lightning.   

In 2013, Gazpromneft-Muravlenko Branch of Gazpromneft-NNG JSC developed, and in 

2016 – 2017 implemented, to a greater extent, a program on improving lightning resistance of 

110, 35, 6 kV OH power line. The program developing was based on the aforementioned 

approach. When developing activities to improve the lightning resistance, those OHL were 

selected which ensure energy supply to oil production facilities with the highest technical and 

economic indicators. When developing activities to improve the lightning resistance of a 

particular OHL, it implied protection of not the entire OHL distance but its separate parts most 



exposed to lightning impact. In most of the cases, the OHL parts most exposed to lightning 

impact were approaching to substations as well as separate poles along the OHL route. 

 

Scope of implemented activities 

 

Measures to increase OHL lightning resistance comprised grounding enhancement in 

separate poles and installation of surge protective devices (SPD) in separate OHL poles. 

Over the period of 2016 – 2017, the activities to increase the lightning resistance were 

implemented for the following number of OHL: 

− in 110 kV power lines: 3 OHL; 

− in 35 kV power lines: 57 OHL; 

− in 6 kV power lines: 27 OHL; 

At the same time, the average number of poles where activities on SPD installation and 

grounding enhancement were implemented, made: 

− in 110 kV power lines: two-three poles per OHL; 

− in 35 kV power lines: four-five poles per OHL; 

− in 6 kV power lines: 27 OHL, one-two poles per OHL (the project is partially 

implemented). 

More detailed scope of implemented activities is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

The scope of implemented activities to increase lightning resistance 

Year implemented 2016 2017 Total 

110 kV power lines 

Number of OHLs where activities to increase 

lightning resistance were implemented 
1 2 3 

Number of poles with enhanced grounding 5 5 10 

Number of poles with installed SPDs 1 4 5 

35 kV power lines 

Number of OHLs where activities to increase 

lightning resistance were implemented 
39 18 57 

Number of poles with enhanced grounding 170 93 263 

Number of poles with installed SPDs 123 26 149 

6 kV power lines 

Number of OHLs where activities to increase --- 27 27 



lightning resistance were implemented 

Number of poles with enhanced grounding --- 45 45 

Number of poles with installed SPDs --- 38 38 

 

Data on the number of poles where activities to install SPDs and/or enhance grounding 

were implemented, and their share in total number of poles are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Number of poles where activities to increase lightning resistance were implemented 

Voltage class Number of poles 

with activities 

Total number of 

poles 

Share in total number 

of poles, % 

110 kV 10 1051 0.95 

35 kV 263 3832 6.86 

6 kV 45 1522 2.96 

 

Table 2 shows that the total number of poles with implemented activities is relatively 

small against the total number of OHL poles, and is well below the level which might have 

appeared if activities to increase the lightning resistance had involved the entire OHL. 

The analysis of the implemented activities effectiveness 

To assess the effectiveness of implemented activities to increase the lightning resistance, 

the lightning-induced power cutoffs in 35 and 110 kV power lines were analyzed after the said 

activities had been implemented. The analysis of the implemented activities effectiveness in 6 

kV power lines was not performed, as the activities were implemented at the end of the 

thunderstorm season of 2017 and did reveal in significant reduction of 6 kV power line cutoffs 

due to lightning impact. 

Of special interest is the analysis of changes in the number of lightning-induced cutoffs 

of 35 kV power lines, for the scope of implemented activities in these networks was relatively 

high, which facilitates more accurate assessment of the implemented activities effectiveness. In 

110 kV lines the scope of undertaken activities is insignificant that permits a preliminary 

evaluation of the implemented activities effectiveness. 

 

The analysis of the implemented activities effectiveness in 35 kV power lines 

 

Data on the number of power cutoffs due to lightning impacts in 35 kV lines are shown in 

Figure 1. 

 



 
Figure 1. The number of lightning-induced cutoffs in 35 kV power lines 

 

As seen in Figure 1, 2017 demonstrated decrease in the number of power cutoffs in 35 kV 

lines as compared to 2016. 

To assess the impact of implemented activities to reduce the number of lightning-induced 

power cutoffs, the number of power cutoffs in OHL with implemented activities to increase the 

lightning resistance was compared with the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in lines 

where the said activities were not implemented. The analysis results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Comparison in number of lightning-induced cutoffs in 35 kV power lines with implemented 

activities to increase the lightning resistance against 35 kV power lines where the said 

activities were not implemented. 

Year of survey 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Change 

in% against 

2016 

Lightning-induced power cutoffs in 

OHLs were activities were not 

implemented 

2 10 11 15 136 

Lightning-induced power cutoffs in 

OHLs were activities were 

implemented 

36 41 70 55 79 

Total lightning-induced power cutoffs 38 51 81 70 86 



 

Data presented in Table 3 show that the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in 

OHLs where activities to increase the lightning resistance were not implemented, in 2017 

increased by 36% as  compared to 2016. 

At the same time, the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in OHLs where the said 

activities were implemented, reduced by 21%. 

To assess the number of lightning-induced OHL cutoffs prevented through the 

implementation of the developed activities, the expected number of lightning-induced power 

cutoffs was estimated in OHLs with implemented activities, in the event that the mentioned 

activities had not been implemented. 

For this purpose, the change in the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in OHL 

where the activities were not implemented, was extrapolated to OHL where the activities were 

implemented. 

The extrapolation results showed that the assumed number of lightning-induced power 

cutoffs in OHL where the activities were implemented, in 2017 made 95 cases, the total expected 

number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in 35 kV line is 110 cases. 

As seen from Table 2, the actual number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in equipped 

OHLs made 55 cases. 

Therefore, as per extrapolation results, the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs 

was reduced by 40 cases, which made 42% of the expected number of lightning-induced power 

cutoffs. 

The analysis results are presented in diagram in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The decrease in number of lightning-induced cutoffs in 35 kV power lines 

 



The results of the analysis show that activities to improve lightning resistance 

implemented in 6.86% of 35 kV OHL poles in the main sites exposed to lightning impact 

resulted in reduction of the number of lightning-induced OHL cutoffs by more than 40%. 

 

The analysis of change in the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in 110 kV 

power lines 

 

Data on the number of power cutoffs due to lightning impacts in 110 kV lines are shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. The number of lightning-induced cutoffs in 110 kV power lines 

 

As seen in Figure 3, the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in 110 kV lines in 

2017 reduced same as in 35 kV lines. 

In order to determine which part of reductions was caused by the change of lightning 

activity, and which was the result of the implementation of activities to increase the lightning 

resistance, similar to 35 kV power lines, the dynamics of the number of lightning-induced power 

cutoffs in OHL where activities to increase the lightning resistance were implemented, was 

compared with that in OHL where the said activities were not implemented. The analysis results 

are shown in Table 4. 

Table. 4 

Lightning-induced cutoffs in 110 kV power lines 



Year of survey 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Change 

in% against 

2016 

The number of lightning-induced 

power cutoffs in OHLs where 

activities were not implemented 

19 23 40 33 83 

Power cutoffs in OHL with 

implemented activities 
4 12 17 13 76 

Total lightning-induced power cutoffs 23 35 57 46 81 

 

Data shown in Table 4 demonstrate that the number of lightning-induced power cutoff in 

OHLs without implemented activities reduced in 2017 by 17% as compared to 2016. 

At the same time, the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in OHLs where the said 

activities were implemented, reduced by 24%. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented activities, the same method of 

extrapolating the changes in the number of lightning-induced cutoffs was applied as for 35 kV 

lines. The evaluation results showed that the assumed number of lightning-induced power cutoffs 

in OHL made 14 cases, the total expected number of lightning-induced power cutoffs is 47 cases. 

As seen from Table 4, the actual number of lightning-induced power cutoffs in equipped OHLs 

made 46 cases. 

The results therefore demonstrate that the number of lightning-induced power cutoffs was 

reduced by one case, that made 7% of the expected number of lightning-induced power cutoffs. 

The analysis results are presented in diagram in Figure 4. 

 

 



Figure 4. The decrease in number of lightning-induced cutoffs in 110 kV power lines 

 

The results of the analysis show that activities to improve lightning resistance 

implemented in 0.95% of 110 kV OHL poles in the main sites exposed to lightning impact 

resulted in reduction of the number of lightning-induced OHL cutoffs by 7%. 

The relatively small effect of the activities implemented in 110 kV power lines is due to 

the fact that the scope of implemented activities is minimal: the SPDs were installed on five 

poles in three OHL, and the grounding was improved in ten poles of the same three OHLs. 

 

Summary 

 

The results of implementing activities aimed at increasing lightning resistance of 110, 35 

kV overhead power lines of Gazpromneft-Muravlenko Branch of Gazpromneft-NNG JSC 

proved to be of high technological efficiency. 

In 35 kV lines, the implementation of activities aimed at lightning resistance increase in 

6.86% of OHL poles resulted in total number of OHL cutoffs decrease by more than 40%. In 110 

kV lines, the implementation of activities aimed at lightning resistance increase in 0.95% of 

OHL poles resulted in total number of OHL cutoffs decrease by 7%. 

The use of the developed approach is expedient at the limited amount of funds spent to 

increase the OHL lightning resistance in case of necessity to achieve the maximum technical 

effect from the realized activities at the least resources used for their implementation. 

Due to the fact that activities to increase the lightning resistance were implemented in 

operating OHLs, the possibility of implementing the said activities in all OHL sites with 

increased exposer to lightning activity was limited. It is expedient to develop and implement 

such activities both for existing and projected OHL for which the said activities may be realized 

at the stage of construction, thereby reducing the costs of construction and installation works and 

increasing the scope of implemented activities. 


